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1. Special features of Korean Beauty
Korean beauty like artificial formative aspect, aesthetic consciousness etc. does not
clearly appear in Paleolithic Age. So, Korean beauty is told from Neolithic Age. The art
magazine, Wolganmisool had questionnaire survey about 'identity of Korean modern fine
arts' in the edition for Feb., 2002 with scholars. They answered “natural, highest
mentality, non-artificial, simple, calm, natural beauty”.
Beauty of Curves
The special distinction of the Beauty of Korea is in the lines used in artifacts. Korean
lines are not straight but rather curvaceous. These curves are not steep but flexible and
slow-turning. There are straight lines as well; however, these lines are at ease but not
hard. Korean hills and prairies are represented with curves. The pine trees that represent
all trees in Korea are shown in curvaceous forms, as well as rounded faces and soft
countenances were expressed with curves.
Mr. Marc DeFraeye, a Belgium photographer, clearly emphasized in his portfolio the
natural beauties of lines through the images of Dae-Reung-Won in Gyeongju. Using soft
curves, he reached the inside of the Beauty of Korea.
Dr. Soon Woo Choi said that the Beauty of Korea is in the curves of footpaths like in
rice fields. Beauty arose from the blending of good people with winding, sloppy, and
unending paths that seemed like doleful folksongs. The roofs and eaves of traditional
houses, pillars and railings, and straw ropes and festoons are all lines. The same lines
were seen in Dabotap, Seokgatap, Emille Bell, Poseokjung, small tables with cabrioles,
gourd dippers, heights and body, articles for livelihoods, scissors and silver daggers,
knots, and playthings. The basis for Korean culture is in loosened natural looks. Curves
on Korean traditional dresses create special outlines of the letter “A”.
Special concept of Korean Symmetry
The special characteristic of symmetry in Korean Beauty is in its proportions of
asymmetry. Proportion is a derivable ratio. The principle of empty spaces in the margins
can be understood with the concept of proportions, but the weights of empty spaces
cannot be acknowledged. It is said that, “Having the most is like being empty.” As Mr.
Lau-tzu said proportion is the concept of shape that most accurately expresses
weaknesses and errors. It is not the absolute asymmetry as understood in western
concept, but rather the proportion obtained in the continuum between perfect symmetry
and perfect asymmetry.
Five cardinal colors
The beauty of Korean colors is in five-colors known as Oh-bang-saek: blue, red, white,

black, and yellow. Although these five-colors are used frequently in China as well, the
Korean five-colors create bright, medium tones. The medium tones are frequently used
in upper class to show dignity. Koreans did not frequently use overly strong colors. The
ulterior meanings of colors are seriously considered in selecting colors. This practice
derived from the systematic thoughts of Ying-Yang School. The beauty of five-colors is
well seen in royal palaces, temples, multi-colored paintings, formal dresses, embroidered
emblems seen in Buddhist paintings, playthings, pads at the ends of pillows,
embroidered cloth wrappers, Buddhist paintings, and folk paintings. Multi-colored
paintings clearly expressed Korean’s Life after Death beliefs. Multi-colored paintings were
first seen in Goguryeo’s mural paintings found in tombs and passed down to Goryeo
and to Joseon’s temples, palaces, shrines, girl’s colored jackets, palan keens, and funeral
biers. The folk paintings also used five-colors. The Korean colors are seen in one of the
beautiful women paintings, the female shaman in Buddhist painting. Five-colors can be
seen in paintings of lotus flowers (Yeon-hwa-do), Joo-jak-do, filial piety (Hyo-je-do)
which is drawings with characters, and Koon-hak Ship-Jang-Saeng-do. The Hyo-je-do is
drawn against the background of the five-colors, and the same five-colors were seen in
the murals found in North Korea and Manchuria.
Folk paintings used blue, scarlet, yellow, green, red, burgundy, black, and white colors.
Blue colors were obtained from Jjok, scarlet from Kkok-doo-sun-yi, and yellow from
gardenia seeds. Yellow colors also were obtained from extractions of dried roots of
cudrania tricuspidata tree. As can be seen, five-colors were obtained from purely natural
substances to give the medium tones truly natural colors.
Natural Harmony
Dr. Go Yoo-seob is the first aesthetician and historian for fine arts in Korea. He first
mentioned Korean beauty. He saw Korean beauty as skill without skill, plan without
plan, the kind of folk artcraft, non-refinement, beauty of deep calm, calm humor, child
like adult, non-symmetry, indifference, and nice-smelling large taste. Nice-smelling taste
is large, which comes from simplicity and warm heart, not from keenness, angle, and
coldness.
Dr. Kim Won-ryong defined Korean beauty as a word, 'naturalism'. He is the only
scholar who defined characteristics of fine arts from prehistory era to Chosun. His
naturalism is more close to natural. It means fit to the nature, minimizing artificial one,
appearances as it is. So, it does not mean Naturalism of the West which is fine arts to
depict the nature as it is. It indicates natural one without insisting on having one's own
way, the world of beauty where beauty of nature is disclosed and is fit to nature.
All forms and shapes of Korea, namely, Bon-boong and stone statues, statues of
Buddha and pagodas, all folk articles, and tools for livelihoods were made in its original
state with the resemblances of natural looks rather than in forms that contradicted or
destroyed nature. The simple and clean shapes of cedar cabinets, scooped wooden
dishes, wooden rice chests, wooden wild geese, and etc. were beautifully modeled with
the natural grains of woods. These folk articles are under new recognition because of
the exquisite beauty of their vitality and simplicity.
Studies on Korean traditional aesthetics
Dr. Kim Won-ryong defined Korean beauty‘s characteristic each era in his writing,
'characteristics of Korean fine arts and its formation' as follows.

prehistory era-abstract painting of uprightness, the Three nations era-development of
Korean naturalism, Goguryeo-beauty of moving line, Baekge-elegant humanity,
Silla-dignity and artless melancholy, Unified Silla-beauty of refinement and harmony,
Goryeo-creative unintentional, Chosun-world of through commonness.
Dr. An Hwee-jun saw characteristics of painting for Goguryeo, Baekje, Silla as the kind
of soldier, Taoist, philosopher respectively. He has ever defined like this - refined beauty
from paintings of Unified Silla, elegance of the nobility from paintings of Goryeo, a
spice of humor from genre picture of Chosun, beauty of simplicity from folk painting.
Dr. Choi Sun-woo defined Korean beauty as beauty of reasonableness, beauty of thin
and plain color, beauty of comicality, beauty of calm not talkative, beauty of discretion,
beauty of viewing with contemplation.
He also classified Korean beauty as refinement beauty(upper class culture), beauty of
simplicity(culture for the general public) according to social class. It is persuasive to seek
characteristics of Korean beauty through works.
Drs. Yong Hae Ye and Wong Ryong Kim compared the Beauty of Korea to that of a
young country girl carrying a water jar on her head in hemp clothes on an early
morning. Dr. Young Pil Kwon added the special characteristics of young men to the
Beauty of Korea. He observed that special characteristics of young men include strong
power for absorption, undaunted and indefatigable spirit at the face of hardships, and
ample creativity; however, it lacks self-control, persistency, and finishing touches to
complete jobs. The Korean Beauty that is based on these special characteristics is
world renowned.
2. Korean Traditional aesthetic in Pattern Drawings of Ceramics
History of Korean ceramic art.
It can be safely assumed that one of the types of household article used most often
from the ancient times is earthenware. Since the Neolithic Age, Korea used earthenware,
which was developed into "hardened" earthenware; the hardened earthenware was
further developed into porcelain when enameling techniques were developed. Korean
ceramic art can be classified by the Ages and its respectively distinctive features.
<Figure 1> Periods in the History of Traditional Pottery in Korea (Kang, Kyung Sook,
1990, pp. 480-499)
AGE
Neolithic Age
Bronze Age
First Iron Age
Original Three Kingdoms Period
Old Silla and Silla Periods
Goguryeo Period
Baekje Period
Gaya Period
Unified Silla Period
Goryeo Period
Joseon (Buncheong) Period
Joseon (Baekja) Period

YEAR
BC 5000 ~ BC 1000
BC 1000 ~ BC 300
BC 300 ~ 1
BC 300 ~ 1
BC 57 ~ 668
BC 37 ~ 668
BC 18 ~ 660
BC 42 ~ 562
668 ~ 935
918 ~ 1392
1360 ~ 1600
1392~1910

The transition from the use of earthenware to celadons (Chung-ja) and white porcelains
(Baek-ja) must have become possible with the development of various conditions in the

society in general. The overall course of development toward porcelain started first from
the development of earthenware, which led to enameled ceramics to celadons and
finally to white porcelains. Korea started making celadons from the
9thcenturyduringthePost-SillaPeriod.ThedistinctivefeaturesoftheGoryeoperiod'sinlaidceladonsp
utitinaworldclasscategory.
Korean celadons developed from China’s classical "moon pillar" celadons, which
continued down to Northern Song’s Ye-kwan-yo period.The most profound greenish,
enameled celadons were developed at about the
12thcenturyduringthereignofGoryeo'sKingInjong(Kang,KyungSook,1990,p.149). Since then,
Chinese ceramic art works were more-or-less focused on further developing enamel
techniques, while Goryeo focused on developing inlaid celadons and its associated
patterns and enamel techniques. After Northern Song’s Ye-kwan-yo period, during
Southern Song period, China utilized the state-operated pottery kilns called "kwan-yo"
and Yong- chun-yo-chung-ja to craft steel blue celadons, while Goryeo’s inlaid celadons
started to blossom.
During the Song Dynasty in China, Taiping Laoren is credited with the first written
record of Joseon celadon pottery items in "Shuzhongjin." A similar record can be found
in a record of the Korean authorities, "Goryeo Do-gyeong" (Kang, Kyung-sook , 1990,
pp. 168-186).
The first part of the 15th century, was the period when the change from the Goryeo
period to the Joseon period occurred, under Kings Taejong and Sejong. In particular,
King Sejong reformed the political system and created conditions for the national
culture to flourish, including the creation of the hangul writing system, which marked a
real moment of change from Goryeo culture to Joseon culture. In the first part of the
15th century inlaid celadon gave way to imprinted Buncheong Ceramics (Yun, Yong-yee,
1996, p.280)
In the 16th century, the emphasis moved from pottery for use by the royal palace and
the government to pottery for use by the common people, leading to the production
of Buncheong pottery with paint brush techniques and white clay pottery. White pottery
developed in the first half of the 16th century, and high quality white porcelain, as well
as blue and white pottery were produced. In the latter half of the 16th century,
Buncheong Ceramics disappeared and were replaced by Cheolhwa Ceramics, and an
overall cultural breakdown and change swept across the nation in the 1590s with the
Japanese Invasion of Korea in 1592.
In the 17th century, difficulties stemming from the Japanese invasion in 1592 and the
Manchu war of 1636 led to economic struggles, making the production of blue and
white ceramics difficult, which in turn gave a boost to the development of production
of Cheolhwa ceramics. The latter half of the 17th century, the country having recovered
from the injuries of war, a school of practical realism came into being, based on the
Confucian teachings of Chu-tzu, and reflecting a move toward a world of Joseon
sensibilities. White porcelain was widely produced, and a particular type of round
pottery jar found only in Korea, the dal-hangari (moon jar) also came to be produced.
Entering the 18th century, the Joseon Dynasty was at it peak, a number of variations on
white porcelain developed–milky white, snow white, blue and white porcelain, and Jinsa
white porcelain, featuring red flowers, along with the development of a wide variety of
patterns, including Yeo-ui-du filigree patterns, lotus patterns, hills and rivers, morning,
people, plants and animals. A wider variety of types and shapes of pottery also

developed, including the hangari and various bottles and dishes, adorned with relief,
intaglio and cut-out images of frogs, toads, rabbits, carp, the mythical haetae, peaches,
Diamond mountain, and formed in shapes that included knee-design water dropper
bottles, square and octagonal vessels, tofu jars and other shapes, all with the features
of Joseon aesthetics–simple and neat, with clean lines (Jung, Yang-mo, 1998,
pp.196-212).
Natural intimacy, poetic emotion
The greenish colors of Goryeo’s celadons were transparent and the softly engraved fine
hairlines on the celadons were admired by the beholders. By the middle of the
12thcentury,thecolorsweremoretransparent,andtheinlaidpatternslookedevenmorenatural(Yun,Y
ong-yee,1996,pp.44-50).
Goryeo’s glazes were transparent, while by contrast the glaze used for Chinese celadon
was made with an opaque light blue dye. Differences of this kind in the utilization of
clay and glazes means there is a scientifically verifiable difference in the constituent
components between the two, along with key differences in the firing method.
According to research results, there is a difference in both the time employed to reach
the top firing temperature, as well as a difference in the period of time that the top
temperature was maintained (Lee, Young-eun , 2012, pp.172-177).
The soft, dynamic, and yet aristocratic styles of the Goryeo's celadons were influenced
by the political and religious landscapes of Goryeo's society in general. Although Goryeo
was first in the world in succeeding in creating reddish colors for ceramics using
cinnabar
12thcentury,theydidnotoverusethetechnique,limitingitsusetoasmallspottobringvitality.Goryeo’s
celadonswereenshrinedwithsoft,clearcheerfulnesswhiletheirgreenishcolorsandformsshowedoff
beautiful,dynamicandpoeticpatterns,allofwhichwerewellblendedtoexudenature’selegantfragran
ceandvitality.
Pattern drawings of Goryeo’s ceramics are divided into two different aspects which are
geometric patterns and emotional(poetic) patterns. Lotuce flowers, Poenies,
Chrysanthemums, foliage scrolls, mandalas, plants were used for geometric pattern
drawings and emotional pattern drawings used cloud and crane, willow tree and
animals, flower of the pine and playing the gayagum(Korean traditional instruments),
grapes and childrensCloud and crane , willow tree and animals, flower of the pine and
playing the gayagum(Korean traditional instruments) , grapes and childrens were used
for emotional pattern drawings. "Onggi" was a part of the history of Korean ceramics
longer than any other style, and was utilized among the populace for items required for
everyday life, although it did not receive the same level of recognition or artistic
refinement as Goryeo celedon or the Joseon period white porcelain (Lee, Boo Yun,
2013). Dr. Jung, Yang Mo said that Korean water jars ‘Onggi’ created unsophisticated
beauty through their simple, function-oriented designs. He also said that the potters’
hearts that embraced nature were represented as a mountain on the top part of the
body (of the jars). The designs of pattern drawings and bodies on the water jars did
not contradict nature. The potters did not even attempt to modify nature with the skill
of their hands. They did insert themselves into the crafting of the items, but simply
allowed the natural movements and rotations of the wheel to create masterpieces. The
jars exude an internal power, derived from simply allowing the rotation of the wheel to

crafting the pieces rather than trying to achieve perfection or precision (Jung, Yang-mo,
1998, pp. 223-231).
The shapes of onggi are related with onggijang(the person making onggi), natural
environment by region and local food culture. Common pattern drawings of onggi were
used among different regions, which were finger tips, onggi tools, leaves and plants.
Pattern drawings of spring, waves, strings, plants and flowers were mainly used as onggi
pattern drawings. Jeju onggi claies have high percentage of iron oxide and are fired in
low temperature.
In Jeolla province, onggi having crop containing function is developed because of wide
farming areas.
In Gyeongsang province, different onggi shapes are seen in mountainous and inland
area.
Onggi in Chungcheong province has cylindrical shape from shoulder to body and the
diameter of lid and bottom is almost identical. It has long neck. The shoulder and neck
of onggi in Gyeonggi province is directily connected and it has wide lid. Onggi in
Gangwon province shows stable and humble shape. Main onggi in Hwanghae province
is Haiju jar which differs from other provinces’ onggi jars that are patterned with cobalt
and iron oxides. In Hamgyong province, they don’t glaze the bottom of onggi because
of cold weather.
Degree of self-restraint, respect for whiteness, simplicity
Pattern Drawings of Silla earthen ware were simple geometric shapes such as triangles,
paralleled lines and half circles. Especially special characteristic of Pattern drawings of
Silla ceramic art was that most of art works had rectangular shaped halls on the
ceramic body
The other special aspects of Silla ceramic art was that most of art works were mounted
on a pedestal. The baking temperature was over 1000 degree, which could produce
extremely hard ceramic like a rock, and piling up of rim was the method used at the
beginning, but a potter’s wheel was used in the latter period. It was not glazed and
the silicic acid in adhered clays turned in vitreous with the high temperature. Characters
made by clays were attached with ceramic art works and had totemic meanings. There
were odd shaped ceramic works which were used for funeral style of burying them with
bodies for the customs of the time. Simple geometric pattern drawing such as comb
traces pattern drawings, pressed patterns drawings and rotating pattern drawings were
seen in Korean Neolithic ceramic art works. (Kang, Kyung-sook, 1990 pp.18~19)
Goryeo’s tea bowls seem aloof, empty, and loose. The special distinctions of the
Goryeo’s tea bowls were that they were natural, practical, and functional, all of which
were based on principles and wisdom of nature that support an aesthetic and
comfortable life without the need for artificiality. Although the sizes and form of the tea
bowls were similar, the marks left on the surfaces by the rotating wheel and the cut
marks left on the bottoms of the Goryeo bowls provided uniqueness.
Chungja wan which Haigang ceramic gallery has now was made in early
11thcenturyanditssizeislargerthanKoreanwinecupandsmallerthansoupbawl,whoseheightis9cmh
eight and width is 15cm. The thickness of the foot rim was as wide as 1cm, and Dr.
Soon-woo Choi called this special foot rim as ‘’Hatmoori gup’. Given these tea bowls
were around one and half of whole ceramic pieces of the time, we presume the tea
ceremony were quite popular in Goryeo Dynasty. Seeing the shape of tea bawl,

presumably the early Goryeo people liked to drink tea with tea lumps and later they
drank tea with tea leaves (Yun, Yong-yee ,1996, pp.42-43).
We can see traces of small silicon lumps at the bottom of lotus petals patterned
Chungja plate, and this was to prevent ceramic body from sticking to the kiln because
of melting glazes (Yun, Yong-yee ,1996, p.48).
The first Joseon Buncheong ceramics were crafted with simpler colors compared to
those of the celadons, but they were designed with active, free-spirited, and realistic
patterns, which were the result of redesigning for simplicity to achieve higher, in-depth
functionality. This simplification can be understood as having either an abstract or a
modern sense.
Titles of pattern drawings of Buncheong are closely related with methods of pattern
makings. Method of Buncheong celadon was succeeded from Goryeo’s celadon making
method, which put white or black slip with iron oxide into carved patterns on the clay
body.
Lotus and scroll patterns, lotus patterns, willow patterns, peony scroll patterns, peony
patterns, plant patterns, reed patterns, fish patterns, fish and dragon patterns, wave
patterns and scroll patterns were used in a way of geometric or emotional expressions(
Kang, Kyung-sook ,1990, p.270).
Stamped patterns were patterned by stamps which were made by clay stamps. There
were two kinds of stamped patterns which were patterned by stamps only and inlaied
with white slips. At first, they stamped chrisanthemum patterns, hexagon patterns, three
circled patterns, six circledpatterns in two or three rows only and gradually, they
stamped intense patterns in whole ceramic body with chrysanthemum patterns, lotus
petal patterns and rain drops patterns in a peak of the trend of stamped patterns.
Plant leaves patterns, scroll patterns, Yuiidu patterns, lotus leaves patterns, fret patterns,
rain drops patterns and plant leaves patterns were patterned around the bottom rim
as subordinated patterns.
Bakji glazing method was to put white slip on the whole or a part of ceramic body
when clay was wet, make patterns with sharp knife and then get rid of white slips
outside of patterns. Lively patterns with full of life such as scroll patterns, lotus patterns,
lotus scroll patterns, leaves patterns, fish patterns, etc. were seen.
In many cases, engraving methods were mainly used along with Bakji glazing methods
when patterns were simplified. This method was to engrave patterns in line on wet
body covered with slip. Peony patterns, peony scroll patterns, lotus patterns, lotus scroll
patterns, fish patterns, leaves patterns, willow patterns, human figure patterns, house
patterns were seen from pictorial realistic painting like patterns to abstract patterns.
They called these methods of pattern making as engraving flowers(Johwa) patterns since
most of patterns in this methods were flower patterns. Patterns with iron oxide were
brushed with iron oxide on the ceramic body. Geometric patterns, abstract patterns,
humorous paintings were patterned in wit and humor. Paste brushing method(Guiyal)
was to glaze with slip on whole or a part of wet ceramic body leaving brush traces.
This patterns seem to predict the diminishing of Buncheong and appearance of white
porcelain in Joseon. Dumbung method was not to glaze on the ceramic body but to
put whole ceramic body in the slip for making white body.
The artists who created Buncheong ceramics fully showed their personal beliefs of the
times, which was expressed with humor and wit. The reason that the ceramic artists in
the world highly appraise Korean artifacts is because Korean ceramic items have a

uniqueness that can be achieved only by Koreans; specifically, the state of beauty
achieved without leaving any traces of over exertion. The elements of Korean Beauty
that was illuminated by Buncheong ceramics were the use of plain materials suitable for
the working class, circular bodies with voluminous lines, and boldly simplified natural
patterns.
After the Japanese Invasion of Korea in 1592, as the order of the society was in chaos
the working class people freely expressed their sensibilities, which led to the creation of
abstract beauty. Joseon based its political system, idealism, and moral standards on the
philosophy of Confucianism. Koreans' reverent attitude toward the color white and its
wide use in the society was heavily influenced by the ideas of Confucianism, and these
influences themselves were grounded even more deeply in Korean society. The beliefs of
scholars during Joseon Period were that the ideal was fundamentally to live one's life
with personal integrity and honor without a speckle of shame.
White porcelain has a flavor of refined, voluminous grace. The beauty of Joseon’s white
porcelain was in its absolute simplicity. It did not pursue perfection in features, and yet,
had the art from the artless and the form from the formless (Kwon, Young-Pil, 2005,
p.56).
Expression through curves, enchantment
The curves on white porcelains are the lines that reflect the Beauty of Korea. Lines are
one of the main elements that were used to show the sentimental state of Koreans.
Joseon’s white porcelains have an indistinct charm like a bright full moon. They also
seem to have the charm of forgiveness that embraces all things. Korean white
porcelains exude a naturalness, an element that is key for all ceramics, and exhibit the
ceramicists' tastes in the most beautiful patterns, and these two components were well
blended with function and patterns. The distinctive beauty of Korean ceramic art work is
that it is close harmony with nature (Kwon, Young-Pil, 2005, p.56).
Joseon’s pattern drawings were categorized by the way of glazing into Pure white
porcelain, White celadon, White porcelain with cobalt, White porcelain with iron oxide,
White porcelain with Cinnabar.
Pure white porcelains were porcelains glazed with white glazes on the whole bodies.
The reason why slight color differences in whiteness existed was that white porcelains
made with different clays and glazes in each different regions. White celadon porcelain
was patterned in a black color by putting slips with iron oxides into engraved White
porcelain.
White celadon porcelain mourning dead person, flat white celadon porcelain with plants
patterns belong to white celadon porcelains
White porcelain with cobalt were patterned with cobalt first and coated with transparent
glazes on the body. It was known that White porcelain with cobalt was imported from
India and arrived to Goryeo through China.
Changes of white porcelain with cobalt patterns influenced by changes of Joseon
paintings. This was because pattern makings were done by painters of the time. Since
ceramic art and patterns became popularized in late Joseon period, painters’
professionalism gradually diminished and the patterns got more popular and ordinary
like folk paintings. This means common people got to use white porcelain with cobalt
patterns.

Various materials such as pine tree and bamboo patterns, apricot and bamboo patterns,
bamboo patterns, mountains and water patterns, etc. were available in
15thand16thcenturies.Theyfinelyfiredceramicpiecesforroyalinsaggarorpottersafterputting3~5cla
ylumpsundereveryceramicpiecesandpilingthemforfiring.InlateJoseon,theclearpopularizationwa
sseeninceramicpieceswhentheydrewmountainsandriversnearbyBunwonregionwherethekilnwas
alwaysavailable.
The dragons painted on Korean white porcelains in
17thcenturyshowenchantment,leniency,un-fearfulness,andfriendlinessduetosimplificationorrem
ovalofdragon’ssymbols.ThedragonsinKoreanporcelainsareirrationalandsubjective.
Korean dragons have gone out of use as a symbol of dignity, having a character that
more closely resembles a generous old man; not frightening, but friendly or intimate.
Each ceramist would employ his imagination, producing a different expression on each
dragon. After the Goryeo period, at the beginning of the Joseon period, to a certain
extent, dragons expressing objectivity, realistic dragons appeared, but in the middle of
the Joseon period, particularly in the 17th century, the artists imparted a much more
subjective character to the dragons, and dragons painted with a very free hand became
one of the special characteristics of Korean art. There were dragons with very
frightening and intricately drawn heads, hidden in clouds; in fact each artist was free to
express his individual character, dreams through the symbols in his painted dragons.
Moving into the 18th century, many of these freely expressive dragons did portray
dignity, but the fact that they expressed the individual taste and imagination of each
artist was one of the special elements of Korean beauty expressed in this period (Jung,
Yang-mo, 1998, pp. 206-212).
3. Conclusions
Since Korean beauty does not clearly appear in Paleolithic Age, it is told from Neolithic
Age. Dr. Go Yoo-seob mentioned Korean beauty as skill without skill, plan without plan,
non-refinement, beauty of deep calm, calm humor, child like adult, non-symmetry,
indifference, and nice-smelling large taste. Dr. Kim Won-ryong defined Korean beauty as
a word, 'naturalism' which is more close to natural. It means fit to the nature,
minimizing artificial one.
Dr. Choi Sun-woo classified Korean beauty as refinement beauty for upper class and
beauty of simplicity for general public according to social classes.
Dr. Young Pil Kwon added the special characteristics of young men to the Beauty of
Korea with strong power for absorption, undaunted and indefatigable spirit at the face
of hardships, and ample creativity.
The author analyzes Korean art and heritage in this paper. Beauty of curves, special
concept of Korean symmetry, five cardinal colors, natural harmony were studied as
special features of the beauty of Korea. Various views of scholars on Korean Beauty
were also studied. Korean traditional aesthetic in pattern drawings of ceramics was
analyzed with the factors of natural intimacy, poetic emotion, degree of self-restraint,
respect for whiteness, simplicity, expression through curves and enchantment.
Suggestions to teach Korean Ceramics
Korean ceramic cuture has its own uniqueness quite different from that of the west.
To help better understand this uniqueness, author analyzes different elements of Korean
Beauty focused on the concept of Beauty in Korean ceramics.

Author suggests art teachers, art educators and researchers to study the questions listed
below as their further studies of Korean Beauty and the Beauty of Korea in Ceramic Art
:
What are the differences in points of beauty between eastern and western cultures in
terms of shape and color?
What are unique characteristics of Korean Beauty for each era in Korean traditional
society?
What are unique characteristics of Korean Beauty for each era in Korean ceramics?
What were the historical and philosophical backgrounds that formed the unique
characteristics in shape and color in Korean Beauty and the Beauty of Korea in Ceramic
Art?
How did the development of liberal arts and science form the background for Korean
Beauty and Beauty of Korea in Ceramic Art?
Comparing Korean Beauty and beauty of other cultures of the same periods could also
be an interesting study subject for teachers, art educators and researchers.
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